Introduction
only at the upstream edge (Haslam 1978) . The pairs could clearly be distinguished as separate 151 patches through the presence of an unvegetated area between their rooting parts. In these streams, 152 neighbouring patches were defined as those within 1.5 m from each other, because the influence of 153 an upstream patch can be observed for a distance equal to its length (Sand-Jensen and Mebus 1996; 
). To account for differences in absolute distances due to the variability in patch sizes, we 159 converted them into relative distances. To obtain relative longitudinal distances (L), we divided the 160 absolute distance Ld by the length of the upstream patch Lu. To obtain relative transversal distances 161 (T), we divided the absolute distance Td by the width of the upstream patch Tu (Figure 1 ). The 162 frequency distributions of relative longitudinal and transversal distances were first converted into 163 probability distributions. Then, the probability distributions in the two directions were multiplied by 164 each other to obtain the probability of naturally-observed occurrences of vegetation patches for 165 each combination of L and T distances. This point grid was imported into GIS software and 166 interpolated to obtain a two-dimensional probability map of naturally-observed patch occurrence 167 (%) at different distances from an existing patch, using kriging interpolation.
168
Quantifying the effects of inter-patch distance on flow velocity and drag using a field 169 manipulation experiment 170 
Flow velocity measurements
To assess the effects of different patch configurations on flow reduction and acceleration, we Least Square (OLS) regression was used for spatial regression between the experimental drag 290 measured around a vegetation patch, and the probability of naturally-observed patch occurrence.
291
The latter was first log-transformed (natural log of original value + 0. 
Results

296
Observed inter-patch distances between pairs of macrophytes 297 The analysis of aerial photographs from the Rhône River study reach revealed that naturally- -c; Table 1 ). When the patches were close together, with no more than a 5 cm gap (T ≤ 1.08), flow 315 velocities between them were reduced and the pair tended to behave more like a single patch. 316 However, flow velocity accelerated when the gap between the patches, and therefore T, increased.
317
In particular, at T = 1.58, flow velocities between the two patches were higher than incoming Table S2 ).
350
Effects of inter-patch distances on drag forces
Existing vegetation patches appeared to create sheltered areas where drag was minimized, and new Pattern formation at multiple scales, both spatial and temporal, has also been found to 501 increase resilience in mussel beds which are another self-organized ecosystem (Liu et al. 2014 
